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The horizon is an illusion, and reality grows weaker the farther you go. the sky is
breaking down into fragments and the sea is no longer whole. land has no meaning here. you
left gravity behind long ago. aspects of the universe blink in and out of existence, and the
only constant you have is the warm light of the sun, now more tactile than visual. You are
beginning to doubt whether it was all real in the first place.

It towers over her, a column of flesh and scales and improbably long spines. it is teeth and glowing eyes and she is
terror and tension. she should have brought something more powerful than lances, but the text is clear. the ritual has to
remain unchanged. a rocket launcher would be nice, but the carvings do not feature one, and so it is not an option.
she knows that she is dying. There is room in the ritual for survival, but not in the gaping wound in her stomach. one
of its fangs ripped through her side, and whatever the residue that is changing the colour of her torn flesh is, it cannot be
healthy.

She did not expect to wake up. she did not expect
everything she could see to be tinted yellow, either,
nor the cold, slimy feel of her skin. Did she drown?
If not, how is she breathing down here?

We thought we were alone in the universe.

We were wrong.

We thought we were alone in the universe.

We were wrong.

so wrong.

they watch us

the giant looks out into space. they are made from stars and planets
and darkness. their teeth are asteroids, gnashing through unlucky ships,
their eyes burnt out stars, still weakly glowing.

The wind blows harsh waves across the sea
Spikes of ice in the air like daggers
Sand and dust swirling in slow wet patterns
And in this chaos you are leaving me
Bleeding out on the cold hard floor of that abandoned gas station
Garbage srewn everywhere, signs of a struggle
Golden hair like honey, spoiled with rotted milk
Tiny sugar packets like bullet casings littered everywhere

We started of good like everyone but
It didn't take you long to ruin me in the most
brutal way

I hide in a ditch on the outskirts of town, waiting for dark. It’s too cold now to sleep by
night, so I huddle somewhere during the day, sleeping and recharging by the light of a sun like
some cold-blooded lizard. The shack I found after the last camp had a tattered blanket, so I wrap
it around me. I checked the area for snakes before I lay down to sleep. There was one, but I scared
it off.

The sun is setting now, and I get ready. Dust off my
things, stretch cold and stiff limbs. I drink the last of
my water.

I go North.

The forces are gathering.
It won't be long, now.

You came here looking for work. Which isn't
wrong, or weird, or whatever they tell you. But
it's not very effective these days. The factory
hasn't been open for years.
Don't let the smoke fool you, that's the fires
down in the cellars. Where they burn the sacrifices. Yeah, yeah I know. They don't tell you that
on the website, do they? But there's no danger to
you.
Probably.

future

past

.

It's not getting better. if anything it's getting worse, now.
we lost lost control so long ago, and nothing we have done
since then has worked. but you have it all figured out, don't
you? Up there on glinting facades like ice spires. i bet it's
nice up there. i bet you never even stop to think what it's
like down here.. Wouldn't want to risk a few minutes of mild
discomfort.

Neither of us asked for this, you have to remember
that. neither of us wanted to be a part of this mess, but
this is where we are. this is what is going on, and i
don't like it any more than you do. Well, maybe a little.
Probably my role in this is less unpleasant. At least for
now.

Deep in the mountains there is a cavern. formed by some fluke of nature. it is a vast wound in the world, which seems to swallow you
whole as you go. it is, of course, wildly dangerous, but when did that stop anyone, let alone brave explorers. they carry their supplies,
their recording equipment, in the hopes of making a discovery.
no one knows what's down there, not really. there hasn't been funding for a professional expedition, and there isn't likely to be either,
in these times. and so maybe two amateurs with no knowledge of caves shouldn't have gone down there alone, but no one stopped them. so
they went down and now they're a bit exhausted, which is fine, which is expected, but there is a searing bright light coming from some
unseen source and the spiders are bigger than they have any right to be, and the whole of the expedition is, by now, a little tired.
So they make camp. set up lights, although the bright glow doesn't seem like it's going to go out. roll out sleeping bags, divide watch
shifts. they don't know if there are any dangers, but it seems like the sort of place huge blind penguins or many limbs old gods might
dwell, so better safe than sorry.
There are sounds coming from below them, somewhere, very faint,
but definitely there. she can't work out whether it sounds like
crawling or chattering or just rocks that loosened and fell. or
maybe, some part of her thinks, it's something come to eat them.
Morning comes, eventually, somewhere up in the world above, but
down here it's hard to tell the difference.
The air gets worse the deeper they get, thick with dust and the
smell of something dead. their footsteps echo loudly. There's no
sneaking up on anything down here.
The light is getting brighter.
There are movements, down in the infernal light, shapes just
beyond what they can see, their passing felt more than heard or
seen. they cannot tell whether the moving ones means them harm.
the rocks are changing, slowly, gradually, as they descend. they
feel different, somehow, some nuance of texture, the way sound
bounces off them in not quite the way it should. it feels unnatural.
There are relics of some sort of civilization down here. there
shouldn't be. but there are worn carvings on the walls, shapes
they cannot recognize, but definitely not naturally occuring
ones. elements that could be writing, or pattern, or an incantation to old gods. they do not dare guess at the origin, other
than a half joking half terrified suggestion of aliens.
they do not know how deep they are by now. two days worth of downwards hiking, sure,
but neither has been keeping track. everything is too unsettled for them to follow, and
they ran out of power for anything yesterday. they've only got a map full of guesses
two years old, from the initial discovery. they never went half this deep.
On the third morning, or at least she thinks it is, she wakes up alone. there's no sign
of her friend. all her things are there, still, her backpack filled with water and food
and conspiracy theories, but she herself is gone. it gets lonely fast. it gets terridying.
All that talk of hidden monsters, maybe it's a prank, thinks the one left behind, but
that's clearly bullshit, because this is far too serious, too scary, so the only option
isthe only option is unthinkable. so she scribbles a note, in case her friend went back, and wanders on, hopefully following.
someone is watching her, she can tell. one of the shapes shifting fluidly just outside her field of vision, taunting her, promising a painful end,
or even worse, something that doesn't. everything feels wrong here. the air's no good, sounds are thick and fluid and her vision swims and maybe
it's the pressure, maybe it's the cold seeping into her bones but she cannot help feel that it is the influence of something more sinister. some
being who whispers in strange languages that float on the air, begging her to turn around, to come back, but she will not listen to the monstrous voices, no matter how familiar they sound, she will not-

The last thing he remembers is the bloodsoaked battlefield, how heavy everything felt, the oddly distant pain
in his head. Now, he opens his eyes to the brightness.
There is pain still, a dull throbbing ache in every
inch of his body. It doesn't feel right. It doesn't feel
like his own. The strange doctor tells him it will
pass.
It does not. He is not allowed a mirror, and he is too
weak to sit up, but once, when they were changing his
bandages, he caught a glimpse of skin. it wasn't his.
his mind is slipping. maybe it's the
heat in here, maybe it's the medicine,
the foul smelling thing streaming
stedily into his veins. it makes his
thoughts slow, almost alien at times.
like they belong to someone else.
The doctor is good at hiding their
expression, but sometimes they slip,
sometimes he can see the mixture of
revulsion and fascination in their
eyes. he wonders if he deserves it.
He can see in new colours, now, shades he could
not have imagined before. even in this small, bare
room he can percieve so much more. He tries to
ask the doctor about this, but the only answer
he gets is another injection, and the slow slipping away of reality that follows.
He doesn't dream anymore. he doesn't do anything. these
last days thinking has been a slow, arduous process, like
wading through waist deep mud. he tries, valiantly, for a
while, but it is so much easier to let go. to unfocus his
eyes and drift, unaware of what is going on around him.
to focus on the voice. the calm, decisive voice that explains
gently but firmly what he needs to do.
it's better like this, now.

The halls here are endless and I do not know how they trapped me. The darkness is thick, hard to
breathe, dusty with age and memory, and it swirls in patterns I can almost see. I remember following the
canals, bright shining paths. I remember the cold wet air all around me, choking, but I do not remember how
I got here, or where this is.

The ghosts here are vigilant, they
do not like those who do not belong.
their milky eyes follow me as i move
through the maze, but they cannot
threaten me now.

no one can.
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